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Getting dirty for good.
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GARDENS FOR
EVERY
SEASON

Gardening experiences offer a
whole human solution to well-
being. Nature's best remedies
can grow where your
colleagues and customers work,
live and play.

Each garden includes full Grow Pro access and comes with fully rooted plants, grow bag,
soil and plant nutrients.

Grow Pro supports the entire growing journey and reinforces ideas on how to let your
garden nurture your mental health through microsteps.
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IT FEELS GOOD
TO GROW

Well-being that fuels
productivity. The science is
clear: when we nurture nature,
every aspect of our well-being
improves. 

Each garden includes full Grow Pro access and comes with fully rooted plants, grow
bag, soil and plant nutrients.

Grow Pro supports the entire growing journey and reinforces ideas on how to let your
garden nurture your mental health through microsteps.

Super Hero

Garden
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THE SCIENCE
OF STRONG

Grow your community of
customers and colleagues
wherever your people live,
work, and play. Growing
together is always a good idea.

Each garden includes full Grow Pro access and comes with fully rooted plants,
grow bag, soil and plant nutrients.

Grow Pro supports the entire growing journey and reinforces ideas on how to let
your garden nurture your mental health through microsteps.

 
Customization is available upon request.
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GETTING
DIRTY
TOGETHER

Gathering in person or virtually
is a way to bring well-being to
your company and engage your
people in growing wellness
together.

Each garden includes full Grow Pro access and comes with fully rooted plants, grow
bag, soil and plant nutrients.

Grow Pro supports the entire growing journey and reinforces ideas on how to let your
garden nurture your mental health through microsteps.
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CULTIVATE
WELL-BEING

Gardening is growing quickly as
a well-being strategy based on
science, data, and company
feedback. Gardening supports
physical and mental health and
brings the health of the planet
into the conversation.



Growing Together
Gardenuity makes gifting easy. Celebrate your colleagues, clients,
and growing together. We create memorable gifts that are good
for you, the planet, and your gift recipients. And connect people
to the well-being that comes with every garden inspired
experience. 

Growing Together 
With The Best
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About Us

Gardenuity is on a mission to make gardens and gardening
experiences accessible to everyone, bringing the well-being benefits
of gardening to people no matter where they live, work, or play. 

Research shows gardening is a benefit to physical and mental health,
and to the health of the planet.Gardenuity has built a product suite
that brings these benefits to individuals, companies, and communities.
We embed the well-being benefits from gardening directly into every
experience.

https://www.gardenuity.com/
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For pricing, customization options, and to learn more about the
benefits of Getting Dirty with your customers, colleagues, and
community, reach out to corporatepartner@gardenuity.com.

https://www.gardenuity.com/

